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About This Game

Experience the story of a small group of German soldiers sent to a small town to investigate strange activities. The task was
supposed to be fast and easy. Instead, they would face the Unimaginable

Find out how they had to fail their country to save the world

Inspired by Contra, Metal Slug, Castle Crashers and all of those good old coop games

+Level up. Unlock new characters. Earn points. Purchase Weapons. Show off what you have

+Enter the Arena. Test your skill against challenging Fights

+Customize spawns for your own Arena

+Be a lone Hero or team up with friends and start having fun blasting
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the lost chapter in the lords of the ring saga, for good reasons.. i cant play it at all. Pay to Win. Bad idea when, at present, the
consumer pays for the game itself. Very grindy as well and this is coming from someone that has played and enjoyed the
grindfest of korean games.

On the plus side the graphics are good and it s a good concept.

Developers - Have f2p with in game store OR 30 - 50 for the game not both. Thats just greedy.. DISCLAIMER: There are
currently pretty much no people playing the game
But it seems pretty fun and since it's at 1\u20ac right now I'd highly reccomend it
However you should buy it together with friends to play it. I once had a dream that I was a giraffe, it was glorious!. Saw it on
sale for cheap so not too much of a loss.

Grabbing\/holding parts doesn't consistantly work (60-70% fine), game decided at three different points to resize from
"Fullscreen" to "Original" - whatever damn resolution original is.... Definitely amazing, new callouts, equipment and tasks.
However there are some glitches that I found, but those are the only problems to this DLC so far. Overall this is worth buying..
This game is by far an experience that you WILL NOT FORGET!!! Might i add that you will also not REGRET it in any way
shape or form. Werf, but needs nerf.

Should be free but still werf..

Please fix the WHITEOUT bug.

Thank you for your hard work and efforts.. Great mod, well worth playing if you are a Half LIfe fan.
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Ok, let's start with the answer you are probably searching for: It's nothing like Diablo, the most similar game I can think of is the
good old "The Immortal" on MS-Dos\\NES\\Megadrive or maybe Cadaver by The Bitmap Brothers.
Forget big randomly generated dungeons, you have predesigned places that are smaller but definitely less grindy than your
average hack'n'slash.
So if you take that in consideration, Clans is actually pretty good! A nice dungeon crawler with pre-rendere graphics and divided
in rooms.
Every item in the levels is placed there by design, every room is unique, puzzles aren't difficult but some are not obvious either,
it plays more like a combat heavy adventure game.
Characters have a lot of funny one-liners, there are many puzzles even if at the moment are all really simple to solve and...
*drumrolls*
You can play it in co-op and it works flawlessy!

One player needs to host, the others can join via ip. The lan option doesn't seem to work but you can play locally if you choose
"internet" and use your lan ip address. You can chat with T key or give orders like "go north" etc using the cursor keys.
There is also a pdf manual included with the game (from your steam library page select Clans then click "manual"), read it for
some useful hints and funny bits.

Combat is quite bad, playing with the elf you'll find yourself to spam magic and then run the f*ck away from enemies while
mana recharges, going in silly circles around them. But I really cannot say i'm not having fun, it's just very old school. Would
have been a very great game with a more elaborated combat system.

PS The forest at the beginning is enchanted, that's why the map doesn't work there, it repeats endlessy if you don't take the right
path, it's not a bug ;). If you like fault and the art of Hare Konatsu, then I'd recommend this. Very good
game\ud83d\udc4c\ud83d\udc4c. Gameplay\/review (8 min): https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=58myxy8LEIc
Awesome game but with some flaws. If you like zombie games (like I do) then you will most likely find it enjoyable. The first
few waves were way too easy for me so that made it a bit boring at first. But as soon zombies started to appear more frequently
it immediately got more exciting.

The weapons must be realistically reloaded and that adds an extra challenge. It's great because otherwise it would simply get too
easy and boring.

I've played it for over an hour now and only experienced two bugs and neither of them caused any major issues. To me that's
very impressive seeing as this is still an early release.

Right now I think it's a bit overpriced for the experience which I had (but not by a lot). It seems a little to basic at the moment
and doesn't offer much of variation in terms of gamemodes or similar. But, seeing as this is an early release and that the
developers have promised more features it won't affect my final verdict too much.

As a whole I enjoyed the game and do recommend it to anyone else who like wave shooters and zombies.. A very
addictive game, that drives you to get more points each time you play it. Not very difficult, but very much fun to kill
time with.. Short but entertaining. Actually a really great 3D platformer hidden inside a REALLY subpar third person
shooter.. Great game. Super hard and the crashes are very satisfying. Still better than any of the newer trials games
that I've played.
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